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Mariological Memory in
The Winter’s Tale and Henry VIII
RUTH VANITA
The Winter’s Tale and Henry VIII are built on a paradox—their women
protagonists acquire increased moral authority even while they are being
demoted and persecuted. The structure of these plays supports this em-
powering through a series of spectacles of female fictive kinship. While
male kinship, especially patrilineage, is central to the construction of
Shakespeare’s histories and tragedies, female fictive lineage is crucial to
the vision of these two plays. Henry VIII and The Winter’s Tale visually
and verbally construct succession through a series of mutually sympathetic
female figures who are not necessarily biologically related: Hermione/
Paulina/Perdita; Katherine/Anne/Elizabeth. Shakespeare draws on a range
of sources to represent women as inheriting intangible but important
strengths from one another. This paper will explore how two of these
sources—Marian mythology and the historical events of Henry VIII’s rela-
tions with his wives and children—function in rich interplay with one an-
other in both plays. The plays appeal to the audience’s collective memory
of both sources. Elements of Mariology critique male-female relations and
suggest visionary resolutions which resonate with the medieval past and
look forward to an imagined Utopian future.1
I argue that these plays mourn the loss of those popular elements of
the old religion that imaginatively empowered the powerless, especially
women, and that combated the power of the patriarchal family through
valorization of fictive kinship and same-sex community. The plays also
celebrate these elements of the common culture and reinscribe them into
theatrical performances that in many ways replace the cultural power of
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communal church ritual and practice. I shall first give a brief account of
some of these elements in Mariology and the saints’ cults and then go on
to a reading of patterns of fictive female kinship in the two plays.
The cults of the Virgin and of the female saints have been viewed with
ambiguity by many twentieth-century feminists. Marina Warner’s view of
the Virgin as a patriarchal construct whose inimitability functions to casti-
gate real women has tended to dominate modern feminist discourse on
the Virgin.2  More recently, however, several commentators have argued
that this view of the Virgin’s cult is too literalist and underestimates the me-
dieval ability to think metaphorically. Although Mary’s feat of producing a
child while remaining physically a virgin is literally inimitable, it is meta-
phorically imitable, and Mary was constantly invoked as a model both by
women who produced works of art instead of children, as well as by nuns,
female saints, and religious laywomen who saw their students, followers,
or the world at large as their children. It is in this sense that Mary as model
is central to the intellectual and spiritual all-female lineage that Christine
de Pizan constructs in her City of Women.3  This kind of female lineage,
transmitting a moral power that contrasts with and is ultimately perceived
as greater than the male lineage of economic and political power, was an
integral part of the Marian cults that the Protestant reformers vehemently
attacked.
The cult of Mary was always grounded in popular devotion, which
subscribed to such doctrines as the immaculate conception of the Virgin
(that she, like Christ, was conceived without sin, as an idea in the mind of
god, before the creation of the world), her Assumption into heaven, her
queenship of heaven and her position as co-creatrix and co-redemptrix,
centuries before they were declared as dogma by papal decree.4  Art de-
picted Mary as a student—learning at the knee of her mother Anne; a
teacher—instructing the child Jesus and also instructing numerous male
and female scholars; and a scholar—who appears in almost symbiotic re-
lation with the book, who composes the Magnificat, and who presides over
scholarly communities on earth and in heaven. This model was given ma-
terial reality by the many nuns and female saints who refused or left mar-
riage and family for convents, where they had access to education, scho-
lastic debate, same-sex community, female bonding, and different types
of power not available to wives and mothers.5  What to post-Freudians may
appear desexualizing and therefore debilitating might have functioned as
an empowering freedom from the burdens and dangers of compulsory
heterosexuality in a society where contraception was not available and
maternal mortality rates were alarmingly high.6  Mary can be read as one
who opts out of heterosexual structures and acts as a model for others who
wish to do so.7
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Worshiped in her own right (in visual art, often without the baby) as
protectress, mediatrix, and Queen of Heaven, Mary could be a model of
freedom and autonomy. As a woman who protected victims, she was an
attractive reversal of the stereotype of woman as victim. The popularity of
her cult was grounded largely in her image as all-compassionate, willing,
indeed especially eager, to forgive and protect the worst sinners. As many
legends attest, she was perceived as particularly helpful to prostitutes,
thieves, erring nuns, and other social outcasts.8  Crucial to this compassion
was her own fully human status—having herself been once suspected by
Joseph of sexual transgression, and having suffered poverty and pain, she
could sympathize with other suffering sinners. She was the ultimate ex-
emplar of the Judaeo-Christian tradition’s privileging of the underdog,
expressed in the paradox of the last being first.
Most important for my purposes, the medieval devotees of Mary did
not worship her in isolation but in the context of a female lineage. The
matrilineal holy kinship of Jesus consisted of his mother, grandmother
Anne (whose cult was extremely popular in England), and great grand-
mother Emerentia, with the three often being depicted as a female trinity.9
Since Jesus’ only human parent was a woman, his lineage was necessarily
matrilineal.10  Mary’s cousin Elizabeth and Mary’s sisters and their children
were also important figures in this lineage, which was frequently depicted
as a garden of women and their children, with fathers either absent or
present as shadowy background figures. Mary, her mother Anne who was
barren before her miraculous conception of the Virgin, and Elizabeth, the
Virgin’s cousin who was an old woman when she conceived John the Baptist,
were referred to as the three miraculous mothers. In some depictions of
heaven, female saints from different historical periods, including several
queens, were assimilated to this all-female community, so that the Virgin
and her kin sat in an eternally timeless space with saints from various times
and places.11  The women were often shown reading, writing, and playing
different musical instruments, even while surrounded by their children—
thus, scholarship and the arts were represented as compatible with moth-
ering.
In Shakespeare’s early plays, women are disempowered by the ab-
sence of their natal kin or by the collaboration of their fathers with their
accusing husbands. The often-noted absence of mothers in most of
Shakespeare’s plays may, as C. L. Barber has suggested, relate to the vio-
lent removal of Mary and the female saints from public life in early modern
England, although not from collective memory and imagination. Barber
argues that the removal of the benign mother left behind the threatening,
witchlike mother. He is interested in a psychoanalytic reading of the male
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child’s relation to father and mother in such a changing historical context:
“the search for equivalents of the Holy Family of Christianity in the human
family.”12  He does not, however, note that during this period, the patriar-
chal nuclear holy family progressively replaced the matrilineal holy kin-
ship, and St. Joseph replaced Anne, while the consequences for women of
the powerful mother’s disappearance may have been even more difficult
than for men. I am interested in those matrilineal, even Sapphic, elements
of female bonding that were suggested in the cults of Mary and the female
saints, and that are foregrounded in The Winter’s Tale and Henry VIII.
Same-sex celibate community was often attacked by Protestant reform-
ers for its supposedly unnatural character, flouting the normative hetero-
sexual relationship ordered by God in the creation of Adam and Eve. Monks
and nuns were frequently accused of homosexual as well as of hetero-
sexual fornication.13  This kind of critique and suspicion of celibacy
emerged from humanist valorization of companionate marriage that sub-
ordinated women within the family. Although Thomas More advocated
women’s education, he also enforced near-universal marriage for women
in his Utopia. In Erasmus’s dialogue “The Virgin Averse to Matrimony,” a
male suitor, dissuading a virgin from joining a convent, accuses nuns of
“doing more than becomes maids to do” since “there are more among ’em
that imitate Sappho in Manners, than are like her in Wit.”14
In this context, the remarkable plot of The Winter’s Tale, which en-
sures that Hermione and Leontes spend the best part of their adult lives in
celibacy, Hermione living in a women’s community, posits a startling al-
ternative to marriage. Unlike Thaisa in Pericles or Emilia in The Comedy of
Errors, Hermione lives away from her husband by choice, not by force of
circumstance. Several critics have expressed acute discomfort at the “un-
real” or implausible nature of this choice, but for a woman to opt out of a
marriage that has humiliated her is not necessarily implausible, and many
medieval as well as Renaissance women made such choices.15
In her defense speech during her trial, which is also in a sense her opt-
ing-out speech, Hermione’s most powerful argument is premised on a rhe-
torical “If,” which, for her, represents not a hypothesis but a certainty. She
knows it is futile to plead with Leontes—figuratively, she, like Isabella in
Measure for Measure, Hero in Much Ado, Desdemona in Othello, or
Cordelia in King Lear, is prejudged by the same male double standards
which find her wanting. She appeals from these male standards to divine
standards, and she is absolutely sure that divine powers are on the side of
wronged women:
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But thus, if pow’rs divine
Behold our human actions (as they do),
I doubt not then but innocence shall make
False accusation blush, and tyranny
Tremble at patience.
(III.ii.28–32)16
Although Hermione appeals to a male god (Apollo) and Shakespeare’s
audience too believed in a male God, both classical and Christian sacred
traditions incorporated female presence, which the dramatist could draw
on, to empower the maker of such a claim. The defense speech quoted
above is addressed as much to spectators offstage as on-stage and assumes
their assent to both premises—that divine powers exist and that they are
opposed to all tyranny, including the tyranny of men over women.
As a queen, Hermione appears to be the most powerful woman in her
society. But this power is extremely tenuous, as it depends on the whims
of her husband. She bemoans the fact that although she is the daughter of
a king, the wife of a king, and the mother of a prince, she can be so easily
unqueened, thrown into prison, defamed, and threatened with death. That
her unqueening and trial resonates with that of Henry VIII’s wives has often
been noticed. But another even more dramatic unqueening had occurred
in England during that same time. Images of Mary, Queen of Heaven, had
been removed or defaced in churches; her feasts and prayers to her were
declared unlawful. Images of powerful female presence, such as those of
Mary as Queen of Heaven, the Assumption, and the Immaculate Concep-
tion came under special attack by reformers intent on remasculinizing the
idea of godhead.17  The replacement of the rood on church altarpieces by
biblical texts and the royal arms also involved the removal of Mary and the
saints, for the crucifix was invariably flanked by Mary and St. John. The
disappearance of powerful female presence, Mary and the female saints,
from churches, was accompanied by the disappearance of their counter-
parts in daily life, as nunneries and female communities were smashed,
their inmates either forcibly converted and married or driven into exile.
Unqueening, then, had multiple resonances for the Jacobean audience.
“[W]ithin the living memory of some of Shakespeare’s audience” two
of Henry’s queens had been dethroned on the basis of sexual suspicion,
followed by a paradoxical result—these queens’ daughters, both at one
time declared illegitimate, became queens in their own right as heirs.18  It
was clear from Elizabeth’s management of her career that a queen who
came to the throne as daughter was far more powerful and also more secure
than a queen-consort. Elizabeth’s encouragement of the cult that glorified
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her in terms reminiscent of the Virgin Mary played on the idea of the power
of the queen as daughter.19  Mary was queen as the eternal daughter of the
ultimate king, God, and also, in Donne’s words, as “thy maker’s maker, and
thy father’s mother.”20  But her cult represented her equally frequently as
her mother’s daughter; Philippa Berry has demonstrated that Elizabeth too
relied on a community of women, her mother’s kin, for support.21
Shakespeare radically alters his source, Robert Greene’s Pandosto, by
inventing Paulina and bringing Hermione back to life. His alterations re-
sult in the foregrounding of older female presence. The mother-daughter
bonding, so evident at the end of this play, is cast in matrilineal terms. When
mother meets daughter and no son is around, not Mary, mother of Jesus,
but Anne, mother of Mary, is foregrounded.
Paulina is the centrally dynamic element in this lineage. At one level,
she seems a fantastic figure—the completely fearless woman, so empow-
ered by her moral authority that the ruler submits to her judgment, the older
female ally who acts as Hermione’s companion for sixteen years in a se-
cluded life protected and hidden from male intervention.22  But the appar-
ently fantastic has a base in history and cultural mythology. She is a rewriting
of all those powerful older women (Anne, Elizabeth, the anonymous
women in scenes of the Virgin’s birth) who, in painting after painting, be-
nignly preside over the youthful Mary’s infancy, education, pregnancy, and
motherhood. She is also like those powerful abbesses who provided refuge
in convents to wronged wives and negotiated between them and their hus-
bands, who collected and created artworks, and corresponded with pow-
erful men in church and state.23
In all of Shakespeare’s other plays that deal with the theme of the
wronged wife, the woman looks to her male kin for rescue—Desdemona
to Lodovico, Imogen to her brothers, Hero, through her cousin Beatrice,
to Benedick.24  This lack of power was a continuing historical reality for
most women. However, the sites where women do intervene effectively
to save women from male violence are the saints’ legends, and many of
these legends have a historical basis. While women in Greek myth have to
turn into trees or birds to avoid rape, women in Catholic legend do better,
with the help of female saints. Thus, St. Frideswide, pursued by a prospec-
tive husband, appeals to St. Catherine, who promptly strikes him blind,
thus freeing her devotee to establish a monastery which is believed to have
later developed into Oxford University. Many legends were less depen-
dent on miracle and more on the material reality of convents that frequently
provided shelter to abused and abandoned wives. Several female saints
had begun their religious lives in this fashion—as divorced or widowed
women. Paulina, who provides Hermione with a sanctuary away from men,
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represents an updated version of older myth and history, and also a futur-
istic vision based on that lost past. It is significant that another of Hermione’s
loyal women, who helps Paulina, is named Emilia, recalling the woman
who died for Desdemona as Paulina lives for Hermione. Patience, Queen
Katherine’s serving woman, echoes Hermione’s personification of that
“Patience” which will make tyranny tremble.
Paulina is castigated by Leontes in terms very familiar to Shakespeare’s
audience. When he threatens her with burning, her reply is double-edged:
I care not:
It is an heretic that makes the fire,
Not she which burns in’t.
(II.iii.114–6)
The syntax allows this to mean that the fire is justified when the victim is
actually a heretic; it can also mean that the one who makes the fire is actu-
ally a heretic, not the one who burns in it. Leontes repeatedly accuses
Paulina of witchcraft, an accusation commonly leveled against recusants.
Accepting her status as rebel, Paulina demands to know what wheels, racks,
fires, flaying, or boiling in leads or oils Leontes has for her. This list of what
she calls “old or newer torture”(III.ii.177) recalls not only the tortures in-
flicted on heretics on both sides of the divide, but also the saints’ stories.
Saints were often depicted in paintings and statues with the instruments of
their torture. These instruments helped identify them—for instance, two
saints very popular in England, St. Katherine and St. Barbara, appeared with
a wheel and a tower respectively. Women saints’ legends usually involved
torture and death at the hands of tyrannical kings. Frequently, the tyrants
were said to have been converted by the spectacle of the saints’ courage,
patience, and faith.
Leontes’ life exemplifies that idea of a converted tyrant undergoing
penance and receiving absolution and the reward of grace. In the Protestant
view, merit counted for little, since the Christian could be justified only
through faith or gratuitously given grace. Martin Luther was convinced that
the idea of satisfaction for sin was unbiblical and that “all forms of penitential
or compensatory behaviour were to be identified with the ‘works’ St. Paul
had disparaged.”25  However, in The Winter’s Tale, penitence and volun-
tarily undertaken suffering or penance are crucial to salvation. After
Leontes’ conversion, Paulina takes the place of his confessor, which
Camillo had occupied earlier. Leontes had specifically described Camillo
in these terms:
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I have trusted thee, Camillo,
With all the nearest things to my heart, as well
My chamber-counsels, wherein, priest-like, thou
Hast cleans’d my bosom: I from thee departed
Thy penitent reform’d.
(I.ii.235–9)
As Leontes’ new confessor, Paulina tells him that no amount of prayer and
fasting will serve as adequate penance, but he resolves to spend his life
commemorating the dead.26  After sixteen years, when his lords deplore
his refusal to remarry and his persistence in remembering the dead, and
even Cleomenes, who brought the oracle, tells him to forget the past: “for-
get your evil . . . forgive yourself” (V.i.5–6), Leontes refuses, unlike Henry,
who was only too ready to forget the dead.
Here, the dramatist significantly selects those elements of the Christian
life (fasting, praying, and celibacy) that were supposed to be the special
province of widows and suggests that they should be practiced by both
sexes. There is an element here of pro-women Utopian fantasy—Leontes
becomes the ideal man who is willing to do “unmanly” things—be guided
by a woman, live a celibate life, and risk dying without an heir.27
Given that the Church is normally figured as female (the pope and the
Roman Church were attacked as the whoring female, the Scarlet Woman),
Leontes’ self-subordination to Paulina, whose name and actions identify
her with the Church that would reunite man with wife, is the obverse of
Henry VIII’s divorce of his wife and assumption of headship over the
Church. Henry’s 1531 reply to Bishop Tunstal’s protest against his assuming
the title of supreme head of the Church explicitly used the female meta-
phor, arguing that although the Church was his mother and he her son, he
as prince was her head in another sense.
When Leontes’ lords insist that he should remarry because an heir is
needed, Paulina argues that this Henry VIII-like anxiety for a male heir is
unnecessary:
Care not for issue,
The crown will find an heir. Great Alexander
Left his to th’ worthiest; so his successor
Was like to be the best.
(V.i.46–9)
That this is a compliment to King James, like the more explicit compliment
at the end of Henry VIII, has often been remarked. It suggests that
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Elizabeth’s policy was wiser than her father’s. More important, it indicates
that remembering the past is of greater value than being anxious about the
future. To be true to one’s past is human; to worry about the future, which
in any case is uncertain, is to play God as did Henry VIII, an enterprise
doomed to failure. “Issue” is a word often repeated in this play. Hermione
preserves herself to “see the issue,” but seeing is different from control-
ling. “Care not for issue,” a rephrasing of “[t]ake no thought for the mor-
row,” refutes the favorite argument of the proponents of marriage in the
marriage versus celibacy debate—what would become of the world if all
were to choose to remain celibate? The Puritan work ethic cares only for
issue, in the sense of material results, whether wealth or offspring. Con-
versely, Paulina advocates spiritual poverty, finding through loss, living by
faith and by memory.
The play then proceeds to replace the vision of a biological father-son
lineage with other sorts of lineage. Perdita is represented as her mother’s
daughter, and Florizel as the heir to the two kings whose youthful romantic
attachment Leontes recalls when he notes Florizel’s resemblance to his fa-
ther. If Florizel and Perdita remind Leontes of his two lost children, they
could equally remind him of his two lost loves, Hermione and Polixenes,
whom they so strongly resemble.28  The ambiguity in Leontes’ speech
            O! alas,
I lost a couple, that ’twixt heaven and earth
Might thus have stood, begetting wonder
(V.i.131–3)
is immediately followed up by his mourning the loss of Polixenes’ love.
Hermione will later say that she preserved her life in the hope of seeing
Perdita; Leontes, who has no hope of seeing Hermione, explicitly says that
he lives in the hope of seeing Polixenes:
       and then I lost
(All mine own folly) the society,
Amity too, of your brave father, whom
(Though bearing misery) I desire my life
Once more to look on him.
(V.i.134–8)
Perdita’s name and her life focus the theme of finding that which was
lost. It is significant that the heroines of two other late plays have names
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which refer to the Virgin Mary’s titles—Miranda (“admired”) was constantly
applied to her in Latin tags such as “Res miranda”; and Marina suggests “the
Star of the Sea.”29  The parable of the prodigal son where the father rejoices
over his son who was lost but is now found does not quite fit Perdita’s case
because here it is the father, not the child, who sinned. And this child was
deliberately abandoned, not unwillingly lost. “Loss,” then, signifies the rec-
ognition of worth after a deliberate discarding.
The particular loss resonates too with a larger loss—a whole society’s
loss of powerful female presence. If Hermione was “not to be equall’d”
(V.i.101), Perdita is described in terms that irresistibly recall celebrations of
Mary, and that are also charged with sublimated erotic emotion:
  This is a creature,
Would she begin a sect, might quench the zeal
Of all professors else, make proselytes
Of who she but bid follow . . .
Women will love her, that she is a woman
More worth than any man; men, that she is
The rarest of all women.
(V.i.106–12)
From this point on, language and spectacle work together to suggest
reconciliation on a grand scale, the kind of reconciliation that J. J.
Scarisbrick argues occurred in Elizabethan Anglicanism which incorpo-
rated many elements of traditional religion, thus maintaining a safe dis-
tance from Puritan extremism.30  The text reaches forward yearningly to
the restoration of lost female presence. I am not arguing, as Barber does,
that this yearning is for a biological mother figure removed from the male
child, but rather that it is for a virgin goddess figure who could culturally
empower the desire, whether felt by men or women, for alternatives to
marriage and parenthood.
Hermione as statue appears in a “chapel” and she herself has lived in
Paulina’s “removed house” with other statues. Her preservation and rev-
elation as a statue after sixteen years suggests the way many parishioners
who bought images, vestments, and other church property auctioned un-
der Henry and Edward VI, preserved and restored them to churches in
Mary Tudor’s reign.31  The process was repeated under Elizabeth; despite
strict orders to deface and destroy all images, altars, and pictures, espe-
cially those of the Assumption of the Virgin, “and all other superstitious
and dangerous monuments,”32  and the imposition of severe penalties for
their preservation, many recusants did preserve these objects and some
were discovered as late as the nineteenth century.
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Women, especially elderly matrons and single women, “played a con-
spicuous part in sustaining recusancy.” From a list of 157 recusants in 1577,
91 were women; from 820 indicted circa 1615, 532 were women, of whom
211 were spinsters. Some of the women were formidable matrons such as
Margaret Clitherow and Mrs. Wiseman, possible models for Paulina. Mrs.
Wiseman was condemned to death by crushing in 1594 (the punishment
suffered by Margaret Clitherow) but was eventually reprieved.33
In the closing scenes occur a number of words which stress the not-
very-hidden subtext. Paulina praises the statue as excelling whatever the
“hand of man hath done” (V.iii.17) (the use of the gendered term “man” here
is not, I think, fortuitous); both Hermione and Perdita are termed
“peerless”(V.iii.14; V.i.94). In the famous English carol “I sing of a maiden”
Mary is called “makeless,” that is, without an equal.34  Leontes praises the
statue as bringing the original to remembrance. These are the terms in
which images were justified in the debate over idolatry, Catholics insisting
that they served to recall the original and to give joy to the worshipers.
Very significantly, the worshipers here are not only men but also or
even primarily a woman, a younger woman. Perdita kneels to the statue
and says
And give me leave
And do not say ’tis superstition, that
I kneel, and then implore her blessing.
(V.iii.42–4)
The word “superstition” had been highly charged for over half a century.35
It was the word invariably used to connote Catholic attachment to images,
relics, and cults, whether cults of the saints or the cult of the dead, all con-
demned as idolatrous. Leontes follows Perdita’s lead and wishes to kiss
the statue. Traditional devotional practices of kneeling to statues and kiss-
ing them had been expressly forbidden from Henry’s time onward, al-
though many people continued surreptitiously to perform these actions.
All images to which people were in the habit of kneeling, lighting candles,
and otherwise performing devotion such as kissing and asking blessing,
were ordered to be destroyed because their presence encouraged super-
stition.36  Statues reported to come alive and perform miracles were the tar-
gets of special mockery.37  Numerous legends of Mary and the saints had
statues coming alive and speaking to devotees or performing miracles on
their behalf. These visions and apparitions of Mary to the poor and inno-
cent, usually children and young girls, continued to be reported over the
centuries well into the nineteenth century.38
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Protestant attacks took two forms. Sometimes these visions were con-
demned as fraud practiced on the simple-minded by crafty priests who
had placed contraptions inside the images to roll the eyes, raise the hands,
and so on. Another line of attack was to argue that the visions actually oc-
curred but were caused not by divine but by demonic powers. In this way,
Catholicism was connected with witchcraft and condemned for its pagan
links, hence Paulina’s repeatedly expressed fears that she will be accused
of “wicked powers.” Even when reassured by Leontes, she asks those to
leave who think her magic unlawful:
It is requir’d
You do awake your faith. Then, all stand still.
On; those that think it is unlawful business
I am about, let them depart.
(V.iii.94–7)
Her call to Hermione to “awake” recalls Christ’s words to Jairus’s daughter.
That a woman speaks them and plays the role of raising the dead recalls
many stories of saints’ miracles—the only stories where women undertake
such action. The words also reverberate with double meaning—it is a sleep-
ing or buried faith that would require awaking. For an audience from whom
the dramatist carefully conceals the secret of Hermione’s being alive, the
last scene, protected by the veneer of its pagan setting, would resonate
with the miracle plays, based on saints’ lives, of a half-century earlier, many
of which had been destroyed and thus lost to posterity. Even after the natu-
ralistic explanation for Hermione’s survival is provided, the spectacle of
miraculous female power, channeled through the triangular fictive kinship
of Paulina, Hermione, and Perdita, remains the most compelling symbol.
Fictive kinship, between godparents and godchildren, as between
devotees and their name saints, was another element of the old religion
that was under attack.39  Fictive kinship is crucial to the happy ending that
Shakespeare, departing from the sources, gives to The Winter’s Tale. The
institution of godparenthood, though much watered down in the course
of the Reformation, did not disappear from England. The reunion scene,
described by the clown, emphasizes the joyful confusion of kinship when
Perdita’s father meets her adopted father and brother: “the King’s son took
me by the hand, and call’d me brother; and then the two kings call’d my
father brother; and then the Prince, my brother, and the Princess, my sis-
ter, call’d my father father; and so we wept” (V.ii.140–4).
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Traditionally, the nobility often chose poor and humble people to be their
children’s godparents, a practice advocated by More as proper to Christian
humility and recognition of kinship with the poor.40
Henry VIII does not allow for as extreme a utopian vision as The
Winter’s Tale, because the facts of history were given, and being relatively
recent, were also fairly well known.41  Arthur Colby Sprague ascribes the
steady stage popularity of Henry VIII to audiences’ familiarity with Henry
VIII’s domestic life.42  It is perhaps not fortuitous that this play is the only
one of Shakespeare’s histories that has the word “famous” in its title: The
Famous History of the Life of King Henry the Eighth. However, the fact
that Katherine’s divorce was perhaps the best-known divorce in recent
history allowed it to become a site for debating the question of injustice in
conjugal relations. It allowed the dramatist to distinguish between fact and
truth—he alters the impact of facts by such devices as the condensation of
time in order to stress how one strong and sonless queen, Elizabeth, fol-
lowed another, Katherine, despite the efforts of the king to ensure patrilineal
succession through the subordination of wives and daughters to husbands
and fathers.
Graham Holderness has argued that Elizabethan playwrights were in
a position to construct versions of recent English history that depended as
much on popular memory and perception as on the chronicles, and that
could thus depart significantly from the latter.43  The phrase “our chosen
truth” and the references to “[o]ur own brains” and “the opinion that we
bring” hint that the poet and players are about to “make . . . true” what they
present:
For, gentle hearers, know,
To rank our chosen truth with such a show
As fool and fight is, beside forfeiting
Our own brains and the opinion that we bring
To make that only true we now intend,
Will leave us never an understanding friend.
(Prologue.17–22)
The epilogue indicates the aim of this process:
All the expected good w’ are like to hear
For this play at this time, is only in
The merciful construction of good women,
For such a one we show’d ’em.
(Epilogue.8–11)
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That the “one” good woman is Katherine is suggested by her dying wish
for a historian who will do her justice, a wish invented and fulfilled by
Shakespeare:
After my death I wish no other herald,
No other speaker of my living actions
To keep mine honor from corruption,
But such an honest chronicler as Griffith.
(IV.ii.69–72)
Shakespeare’s honesty as chronicler is premised on his willingness to
construct women mercifully.44  “The best men,” the epilogue says, are those
who will follow women’s lead in accepting this version of history:
     If they smile,
And say ’twill do, I know within a while
All the best men are ours.
(Epilogue.11–3)
The addition of the epithet “best” to “men” is a significant departure from
the tenor of other such epilogic appeals, for instance, that in As You Like It,
for the suggestion here is that while the “best men” will, sooner or later,
follow women in approving the play’s construction of women, the less-
than-best men may think otherwise!
Women’s history, Shakespeare often suggests, is unwritten, because
women’s suffering is in excess of what can be said about it. Viola’s famous
reply to the Duke’s question “And what’s her history” encapsulates this
excess, this inexpressibility: “A blank, my lord” (II.iv.110). Comedy, con-
ventionally the space of women, fools, slaves, and others who are mar-
ginal in the “tragical histories” of men, is defined in the induction to The
Taming of the Shrew, when Sly asks: “Is not a / comonty a Christmas
gambold, or a tumbling-trick?” and receives the reply: “It is a kind of history”
(Induction.ii.137–8, 141). Henry VIII too, is “a kind of history”—its generic
status has always seemed dubious.45  In this uncertain space, Shakespeare
unfolds the footnotes that contain the tragic history of Henry’s Catholic
queen, silenced—but not completely—by her husband’s redefinition of
marriage, of monarchy, and of religion.
Excess of one kind can be conveyed and countered by excess of another
kind. Although Elizabeth was dead when it was produced, Henry VIII is
still a daring play in its exposure of Henry and its sympathetic portrayal of
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Katherine.46  The similarity of Hermione’s trial speech to Katherine’s has
often been noticed. Hermione declares:
        You, my lord, best know
([Who] least will seem to do so) my past life
Hath been as continent, as chaste, as true,
As I am now unhappy; which is more
Than history can pattern, though devis’d
And play’d to take spectators.
(III.ii.32–7)
If women’s lives contain “more [t]han history can pattern,” figures for
these lives, as also for a vision of women’s survival, have to be drawn from
elsewhere. The plays draw on Mariological myth to figure that “more.” If
Hermione has suffered “more” than is written in history, Perdita is a woman
“more worth than any man.” Theater had become the space where ritual
and spectacle could still evoke memories of the past, a sense of ancestry.
Moving across time and space, theater could remind spectators that the
oppressive presence of official history was (a) not the only version, and
(b) not necessarily the version that would last. Time, in The Winter’s Tale,
presents a different account of history from that in the prologue and epi-
logue to Henry VIII. History, with its illusion of fixity, its chronicle of dates
and events, makes the spectators weep. Time reminds the spectators that
just as the past and its laws and customs, which once seemed immutable,
proved transient, so too will the “glistering” (usually a negative word in
Shakespeare) present:
               it is in my pow’r
To o’erthrow law, and in one self-born hour
To plant and o’erwhelm custom. Let me pass
The same I am, ere ancient’st order was,
Or what is now receiv’d. I witness to
The times that brought them in; so shall I do
To th’ freshest things now reigning, and make stale
The glistering of this present, as my tale
Now seems to it.
(IV.i.7–15)
This is not a flattering or comforting message for those in power.
In this context, the prologue to the play acquires an ironic ring. The
prologue promises a sad play “full of state and woe” (line 3) that may make
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some spectators, those capable of pity, weep. Not triumph or the Tudor
myth but grief and pain are stressed:
   Those that can pity, here
May (if they think it well) let fall a tear;
The subject will deserve it. Such as give
Their money out of hope they may believe,
May here find truth too.
(Prologue.5–9)
Given Shakespeare’s departures from his sources and valorization of much
that was not valorized in official history, the tentative “[m]ay here find truth
too” and the play’s alternative title “All is True” suggest that truth is not fixed
but may be found by sympathetic spectators where they choose to find it.
The last lines of the prologue again refer to weeping:
then, in a moment, see
How soon this mightiness meets misery;
And if you can be merry then, I’ll say
A man may weep upon his wedding-day.
(Prologue.29–32)
While men do not conventionally weep on their wedding days, women
do; and while, as the audience well knew, Henry had no reason to weep
on his wedding days, his wives had good reason to weep on theirs.47
Although Katherine was a queen, at the level of history as fable, she is
also Everywoman, as Henry is Everyman. As G. Wilson Knight puts it, “[h]er
every phrase comes direct from her woman’s soul, her typical woman’s
plight. She is universalized, not by abstraction, but rather by an exact real-
ization of a particular person only lately dead.”48  The epilogue stresses this
commonness—women in the audience are “good women” and Katherine
is also “such a one” (lines 10–1).49
Although a queen, Katherine, like most women, is distanced from her
natal kin by marriage. This distancing, central to her powerlessness, speaks
to the predicament of all women in societies where the wife moves out of
her father’s and into her husband’s home, but was heightened in the con-
text of royalty where brides were usually pawns in the game of European
politics, as was that other Katherine, Henry V’s French wife. The formi-
dable presence of Queen Katherine ensures that the audience off stage,
like the audience on-stage, cannot forget that although Henry may have in
some ways enhanced England’s prestige, this prestige was built on hypo-
critical and ruthless persecution:
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Would I had never trod this English earth,
Or felt the flatteries that grow upon it!
Ye have angels’ faces, but heaven knows your hearts.
What will become of me now, wretched lady?
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Shipwrack’d upon a kingdom, where no pity,
No friends, no hope, no kindred weep for me,
Almost no grave allow’d me.
(III.i.143–51)
The second element in Katherine’s divorce is her unqueening. If the
uncrowning of a king is the emotionally charged center of such plays as
Richard II and King Lear, the forcible unqueening of Katherine, to which
she never acquiesces, not even on her deathbed, points to the dubious sta-
tus of queen as consort. When Katherine, on her first entry, kneels to her
husband to plead the people’s cause, and he graciously accedes to her re-
quest, the visual impact of a crowned queen kneeling irresistibly recalls
the Virgin Mary, represented in paintings and statuary, as mediatrix, kneel-
ing to plead for sinners.50  Representations of her holding back her son’s
wrathful arm, weighing down St. Michael’s scales in favor of the sinner,
and kneeling before Christ or God, at the head of a flock of sinners, often
including the donor and family, were among the most familiar icons.51  In
such representations, Mary is almost always crowned, since it is her power
as Queen of Heaven which enables her to intervene successfully. Signifi-
cantly, female saints such as Saint Katherine were also believed to play such
a role.
The crucial difference between Katherine’s queenship and Mary’s is
that Katherine is queen as wife, while Mary is queen as daughter and as
mother. Her paradoxical dual status as mother of her father and sister of
her spouse makes her undivorceable. Both Katherine and Hermione appeal
from their status as queen-consorts to their irreversible status as daughters.
Hermione calls herself “a great king’s daughter” (III.ii.39); that her father
was the emperor of Russia (Shakespeare’s addition to the source) is inter-
esting since Russia was the bastion of a Christian orthodoxy untouched by
Protestantism. Katherine’s last words attempt a redefining of her status:
“Although unqueen’d, yet like / A queen, and daughter to a king, inter me”
(IV.ii.171–2).
The status of queen-consort is tenuous because it is linked to her ability to
produce a male child that survives. Hermione’s daughter, like Queen
Katherine’s, is condemned as a bastard. In both cases, sons, who are cher-
ished by their fathers, die young. The crux of the matter here is the dependence
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of a woman’s status on that of her son. Protestants were willing to honor
Mary as mother of Christ but objected to the tendency of popular devotion
and of Mariology to exalt Mary in her own right, as immaculately conceived
in the mind of the Creator even before the universe came into being. This
tendency was also viewed with ambivalence by Roman Catholic authorities
who insisted that Mary was subordinate to her son. At issue was the popu-
lar need for a goddess and, implicitly, the question of whether woman was
to be honored only as mother or in her own right.
Henry VIII and The Winter’s Tale are so structured as to move female
figures out of the conjugal unit into a community of women and supportive
men or into patterns of fictive female kinship. The dramatic action follows
Queen Katherine out of her relations with her faithless husband into her
own space, where she continues to command honor and where she is glo-
rified for the audience through a number of stage devices. Queen
Katherine’s last speech is addressed to women:
        Nay, Patience,
You must not leave me yet. I must to bed,
Call in more women.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Although unqueen’d, yet like
A queen, and daughter to a king, inter me.
(IV.ii.165–72)
Act IV closes on this note, and act V focuses on Elizabeth, who is queen as
daughter, not as wife. The action is so constructed, via condensation of
time and alterations in chronological sequence of events, as to replace
Katherine with Elizabeth center stage.
The under-dramatization of Anne has been read variously as evidence
of Shakespeare’s patriarchal bias, as compelled by his fear of censorship,
and as necessary in order to focus sympathy on Katherine.52  Most com-
mentators betray an inclination to read Katherine and Anne as contrasted
figures, saint versus sinner or rebel versus romantic sex object.53  In his-
tory, as Shakespeare’s audience well knew, the fates of Katherine and Anne
were more similar than different. As historical fact, marriage was death for
Henry’s wives; as metaphor, marriage entails a kind of death for many
women in the comedies, silenced with kisses or tamed into submission.
As Petruchio suggests, marriage “is a way to kill a wife with kindness”
(IV.i.208). The only way out of this no-win situation was that chosen by
Henry’s daughter, who refused marriage and triumphed through that re-
fusal.54
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The celebration of Elizabeth’s life and death in the closing scene em-
phasizes her virginity. If Elizabeth, phoenixlike, creates an heir without
giving birth to one, the construction of the play suggests that Elizabeth’s
triumph following Katherine’s misery is also a kind of restoration. Kim H.
Noling argues that the play betrays a patriarchal bias because Elizabeth
serves only as an interval between two male kings.55  I would argue that
while Shakespeare could not undo this historical fact, the action and im-
agery of the play compresses Henry’s, Edward’s, and Mary Tudor’s reigns
into a kind of interval between two powerful women, Katherine and Elizabeth,
whose legitimacy, as wife and daughter respectively, had been cast into
doubt.
The play draws on Mariolatric imagery, the most powerful imagery
available in Christian culture for the celebration of the human and the di-
vine as woman, to accomplish this link. The three great pageants toward
the close of the play, constructed like paintings in their silence, irresistibly
recall three scenes which would be familiar to the audience from Church
iconography: the Coronation or mystical marriage of Mary, the Assump-
tion, and the Presentation of the Virgin.56  The chronological shifts here—
the presentation succeeding rather than preceding the Assumption and
Coronation—place all three moments in eternally timeless time, stressing
their cyclical nature. One queen may be persecuted and dethroned, but
others will succeed; powerful women will not disappear from the face of
the earth. I am not arguing here for a static equivalence, but for a wealth of
resonance, an appeal to the collective visual memory of the audience.57
Noling reads Anne’s description of herself as a “handmaid” (with the
implicit reference to Mary as the handmaid of the Lord) as a patriarchal
gesture, with Henry being the “Father” and Anne the “vessel” of his will.
But given that, first, Anne produces a female child whose virginity the play
celebrates; second, that Anne is the name of the Virgin Mary’s mother; and,
third, that Mary’s child was not her earthly husband’s but was “god’s gift,”
as Elizabeth is called, and was suspected of illegitimacy by Joseph as was
Elizabeth by her father, surely Henry, with his disappointed hopes for a
son, is pushed altogether into the margins of this symbolic narrative.
Katherine’s deathbed vision is entirely the invention of the dramatist.
In this vision, enacted on stage and then described by Katherine to her ser-
vants, she is encircled by personages clothed in white and gold who repeat-
edly hold a garland over her head. This image of coronation at death de-
rives from what Warner describes as “one of western Christendom’s
favourite themes,” Mary’s coronation as Queen of Heaven after her death:
“It switched the moment of Mary’s triumph from the Incarnation to the
Assumption.”58  The idea of the Assumption of Mary was originated by a
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woman, Elizabeth of Schonau, and came under very special attack during
the Reformation. It was the subject of whole plays in the Corpus Christi
cycles. These plays were excised from the York cycle in the early 1560s,
and other cycles were similarly censored. In 1576 the northern ecclesiastic
commissioners had ordered with respect to the Wakefield plays that “no
pageant be used or set furthe . . . which tende to the maintenaunce of super-
stition and idolatrie.”59
Shakespeare’s pageant gets around such bans by focusing not on Mary
but on a Catholic queen, in a play presented to the son of another perse-
cuted Catholic queen. Images of the Assumption were under particular
attack in Protestant England. These images focus on Mary as an old woman,
a powerful goddess figure. They generally show her encircled by angels
and apostles, while a garland or coronet is held over her head by Christ,
God, or both. Famous examples are Titian’s 1518 “Assumption of the Virgin”
and Velasquez’s “Coronation of the Virgin,” but there were hundreds of
representations in church statuary, prayer books, and stained glass.60  In
some of these paintings, such as Titian’s, Mary holds up her hands.
Shakespeare’s Katherine “holdeth up her hands to heaven” and makes
“signs of rejoicing” while the six “personages” make “reverend curtsies” to
her. Queen Katherine describes the “blessed troop” as casting “thousand
beams upon me, like the sun” (IV.ii. s.d., lines 87, 89). This radiating effect
is found in paintings of the Assumption. Warner points out the significance
of the sun image in Mary-worship: “the key Mariological text in the mass
for the Assumption is the vision of the Apocalypse, of ‘a great wonder in
heaven; a woman clothed with the sun . . .’ (Revelation 12:1).”61
At the moment of her greatest despair, when rejected by Henry,
Katherine describes herself as “Like the lily / That once was mistress of the
field, and flourish’d”(III.i.151–2). She says she will hang her head and die,
but the image of the lily is resurrected in the concluding description of Eliza-
beth as “A most unspotted lily” (V.iv.61). The lily was “consecrated . . . to the
Virgin Mary. It was her flower as Queen of Heaven.”62  She herself was
termed a “lily among thorns”—this became one of the most conventional
epithets to describe her. In paintings of the Annunciation, a flowering lily
almost always appears in the angel’s hand or in Mary’s chamber. It fre-
quently appears in representations of other scenes of her life too, and the
image would inevitably recall her. The variety of lily named the Annunciation
or the Madonna lily, was associated with purity in antiquity, and “contrasted
with the rose of Aphrodite.”63
Thomas Cranmer’s paean to Elizabeth also echoes traditional celebra-
tions of the Virgin. The placing of this paean in the mouth of Cranmer would
defuse any audience disapproval of a Mariological subtext.64  The anomalous
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celebration of a girl child’s birth would inevitably recall that model, for lives
of the Virgin, and, following them, lives of the female saints such as the
apocryphal Catherine of Alexandria, queen of Egypt, celebrated the girl
child’s beauty, wisdom, and saintliness. Lives of Mary described in detail
her birth, baptism, and presentation at the Temple.
The chief virtue ascribed to Elizabeth by Cranmer is “wisdom” and this
wisdom is explicitly connected with the queen of Sheba, and thus with
Solomon, to whose reign there is a direct allusion: “[a]nd Judah and Israel
dwelt safely, every man under his vine and his fig tree”(1 Kings 4:25). This
cluster of images recalls the powerful female figure of Wisdom in the Book
of Proverbs, whose praises were traditionally incorporated into the praises
of Mary. Not only did Mary-worship “associate the Virgin with Wisdom”
but the beauty of the Shulamite of the Song of Songs was also assimilated
to the mystical marriage of Mary, as the Church, with Christ: “Thou art all
fair, my love; there is no spot in thee” (Sg. 4:7).65  After his flattering proph-
ecy of James’s reign, Cranmer reverts to his panegyric of Elizabeth and
closes it with a description of her as “a most unspotted lily” (emphasis mine).
If these plays, especially Henry VIII, are directed to a royal patron, they
are also simultaneously directed to the general audience, especially to
women in that audience, who may remember history somewhat differ-
ently from the way the king may. Louis Adrian Montrose has suggested that
“[i]n the society in which Shakespeare lived, wrote, and acted, the practi-
cal effect of performing his plays may have been to encourage the expan-
sion and evaluation of options . . . Plays are provocations to thought and
patterns for action.”66  Elizabeth’s historical resolution of her predicament
as a woman may be dramatized here as a pattern for action for women in
the audience. Her obdurate refusal to exchange her status of queen-as-
daughter for queen-as-wife is constructed as a myth of female empower-
ment that answers the disempowering of disobedient Eve/Vashti/Anne
and the unqueening of obedient Katherine.
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